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The insight that the cost associated with an

ite~

must reflect all the opportunities sacrificed in ord9r to
obtain it, ha~ong been fundamental for e conor:Iist s.

This

"o;;portuni ty cost doctrine", (perhaps t:-:e earliest statement
of which was in an 1876 paper by Wieser j

1

is one of the conco~e

tributions of the Austrian School which has
absorbed into the

conte~~orary

to be fully

neo-classical orthodoxy.

Since
2
Professor Buchanan's incisive treatment of the entire subject ,
however, economists have learned to appreciate the subtlety
of the opportunity cost concept, once its su bje cti vist implications have been fully drawn, and to recognize the pitfalls
which await those who wield the opportunity cost notion without awareness of these implications.

A number of recent

papers have further e xplored various aspects of the subjectivis~

of opportunity costs and have drawn our

additional i:r.rp.o rtant and valuable insights.
seeks to tidy up some remaining

is ~ ues

to warrant further clarific3tion.

3

~ttention

to

The present paper

that appear, perhaps,

In attec pting t his ta sk we

will heve to review so :-1e very ele :1entary and obvious idea s;
the need for

s o ~:1e

ti dying U? a ri s es fro!!! the ep?e re nt ease

with which these ideas are lost sight of as soon as economists
zove beyond the most elemm tary of contexts.

-

2 -

•

Costs and Costs
Let us first review a number of --

a~~ittedly

related,

but nonetheless quite distinct -- concepts for which the term
n

cost" might be (and often has been) applied. (Of course the

term "cost" has also been used with other meanings as well,
but present purposes do not require our attention to more
usages than those listed here.)

It will be convenient to
employ an example introduced by Alchian, 4 in which a homeowner builds a swimming pool; we are inquiring into the cost
of the building of the pool.

A

One concern (in seeking the "cost" of the pool) may be

to establish the array of disadvantages that result from
building the swimming pool.

Presumably the attendant reduct- .

ion in the homeowner's bank balance would be one of the disadvantages, and thus a component in cost {in this sense}.
But other disadvantages would have to be included as well, e.g.
the "nuisance of noisy, disobedient neighborhood children and
uninvited guests" 5 • If oost is to be understood in terms of
"disadvantages", it will clearly be necessary to distinguish
between the sum of the disadvantages that accrue to the homeowner himself (the "private cost" of building the pool) from
the disadvantages that may accrue to others (e.g. the nuisance
to neighbors of noisy visitors to t t e pool, invited or not).
Or one may seek somehow to assess the sum of disadvantages to
everybody (the "social cost") 6 •

B

A different focus or concern may inspire the search for
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the swimming pool's

ftcost".

One may wish to know what

alternative goods that might otherwise have been forthcoming,
have been precluded through the building of the swimming
pool.

Here one must consider not so much the nisadvantages

associated directly with the pool (money subtracted from
oash holnings, noise, etc.), as the alternative goods (which
may have their own disadvantages) that would have been possible
instead of the pool.

Thus the homeowner might have purchesed

a car instead of the pool.

The pool has "cost" him the car.

This notion of cost is often considered to be an
"opportunity cost" notion, since it refers to the alternative
opportunity that the

swia~ing

pool has precluded.

However,

in order to distinguish it fro::-: the "subjective" version of
opportunity cost (to be discussed below under C), we will
call this present notion of cost the "objective opportunity
cost" notion.

It is objective in that the cost of the pool

is taken to be a definite good (in this case a car) that might
haTe beana enjoyed had the pool not been built.

What "might

have been enjoyed" in the present context is understood as
being a matter of fact, objectively determinable, quite apart
from anyone's judgements or expectations.

It is for example

held to be an objective fact thet the $10,000 expended for
the pool, could have (under given f Ectual market conditions)
purchased a car.
It should be noticed that the car is tee private
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(objective) opportunity cost of the

swi~ing

pool, in that

it refers to what the homeowner might have acquired instead
of the swimming pool.

But someone might be interested in the

objective opportunity cost of the pool in a different sense.
Someone might ask about the alternative goods which might
have been produced instead of the swimming pool.

(If the

homeowner built the pool with his own labor, tools and
materials this cost would of course also be the private cost
of the pool.)

One may ask, where the homeowner had the

pool built by a contractor (who hired labor and tools, and
bought the materials), what alternative output oight these
inputs have produced -- possibly in other industries altogether.

SUppose they could have produced a sunner cottage

(in which, let us say, our homeo·Nner has absolutely no
interest in using at all) then it might be held that the
(objective) opportunity cost of the pool is the
cottage.

s~er

The cottage is the potential output "displaced"

by the pool. Since our homeowner never did himself possess
these
/physical resources, and since, moreover, he has no
interest whatever in the cottage, this cost notion is clea:ly
not the private cost to tim of his pool.

It would

presu~ebly

be considered a "social opportunity cost" in that the total
output obtained by adding together all the goods and services
produced in a society with its available resources, including
the pool, might have been a different one in that, instead of
the pool, it might have contained o~e more summer cottage.
This is the objective social opportunity cost of the pool
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in that the capability of the labor, tools and materials
'

(that produced the pool) to have produced the cottage instead,
is viewed as a matter of objective fact (given the physical
requirements for the production of the pool and the cottage
respectively.)

Q

The final concern whi~mey inspire attention to the

cost of building the swimming pool, may be to understand why
the homeowner in feet decided to build the pool.

We know that,

in considering whether or not to build the pool, the hooeowner
was aware that building the pool must
on his part.

entail some sacrifices

Were these sacrifices too great, the homeowner

would, it is clear, have reluctantly decided against the pool.
To explain economic phenomena, arising as they do out or individual decisions, it is necessary, for each decision taken,
to be aware that the relevant sacrifices to the decisionmaker were considered w.o rthwhile by him.

To acquire a

swimning pool (to follow Alchian's example again) called for
a decision not to buy a car.

Only the homeowner himself,

however, can know how likely it is that a car would, in fact,
have been the alternative enjoyed (if the pool were out of
reach); only he can know how intense a sacrifice the "loss"
of the car means to him.

The cost of the pool to the home-

owner, then, represents his

asses~ent

at the moment

of~

decision re€arding the po ol, of wr.et he wo•.1ld be giyin;;: .1!2
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in order to acquire it.

The

e~phasis

(in this subjective

opportunity cost notion) is upon the moment of decision,
end upon the way in which tho decision maker himself sees
the alternative opportunity which he must sacrifice.

The subjectivity of this notion of

op~ortunity

cnst

flows, of course, directly from its exclQsive r e leve nce to
the de cis ion.

Economists le ar.ned. long ago that demand.

behavior can not be understood without probing beyond the
physical objects purchased by the consumer, to the prospecti ve utility which these objects represent for him.

In exactly

the same way the subjective opportunity cost concept permits
us to recognize that costs help explain economic behavior
oot because costs represent definite objects "displecedtt,
but because they represent perceived utility

prospect~

deliberately sacrificed.

On The Costs of Wives and Child reo
A clear understanding of the differences between these
cost concepts can help elucidate various points that have
sometimes occasioned confusion.

a) The Uoisy neighborhood. Children:

Alchian is one writer

who has emphasized the sharp difference between (1) the disadvantages of, or the undesirable attributes inherent in a
swimming pool, and (it") its opportunity cost.

The decision

,
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maker must choose among events.
"goods and beds".

Each event is an amelgalm of

The opportunity oost of the chosen event

is the next most highly valued event
attributes of the chosen event.

not the undesirable

The nuisance of noisy neigh-

borhood children, Alchian emphasizes, is an undesirable attribute of the pool-- not part of its opportunity cost.

Our

d~-

cussion may shed a somewhat different light on the mattero

If the opportunity cost notion is understood in its
subjective version, it may be possible, surely, to find an
opportunity cost counterpart for the disadvantages inherent
in a chosen event.

If a homeowner is ctoosing between building

a swimning pool and purchasing a car, then it is very likely
that the ndsy neighborhood children that will be attracted
by the pool enter very definitely into his cost calculations;
they may well affect the decision taken.

The options oon-

sidered by the homeowner are, after all, whether to enjoy &
car, together with a peaceful backyard, or whether to enjoy
the swimming pool, without such a peaceful backyard (because
of the noisy children.}

So that in choosing the pool, the

home.0 wner is consciously sacrificing the peace and quiet which
he recognizes will be destroyed by the noisy children.

From

the subjective point of view any disadvantage associated with
the chosen event ( and not with its rejected alternative)
sents the sacrifice of the corresponding advantage {or at

repre~
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least the absence of disadvantage) contained in the rejected
alternative. 7 (Of oourse, if a given disadvantage is comnon
both to the adopted option and to its alternative, it

can~ot

enter into the opportunity cost of the adopted option).

In ins :is ting that for the opportunity cost concept
the noisy children represent only one of the undesirable
attributes of the pool, not part of its cost, Alchian appears
to be understanding the notion of opportunity oost in objective terms.

From this point of view the availability of one

chosen object may be seen as displacing another definite
object.

The latter is the cost of the former.

In this view

each object is seen as an amalgalm of desirable and undesD8ble
attributes.

In order to perceive that the adoption of the

undesirable attributes of one option entaiila felt sacrifice
(of the

absence of these attributes in the alternative

option), it seems necessary to emphasize, not displaced physical output, but perceived prospects deliberately sacrificed.

b) The Expensive Wife: In 1969 no less serious a scholarly
journal than the Journal of Political Economy published a
semi-humorous "Uote on the Cpportuni ty Cost of Marriage"
by Gary north.

This note was remarkable not so much for the

very obvious fallacy it contains --

v•hic~

it is very likely

that the author d9li berately introduced as part o·f the attex:rpted.
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merriment -- as for the fact that several of the subsequent
(serious) comaents it elicited utterly failed to take notice
of the fallacy. 8 rlorth considered the situation of the man
who contemplates marriage to a highly educated wowan able to
earn a high salary on the professional

lebo~

market.

Taking

it for granted that, after marriage, the wife will give up
outside job opportunities and concentrate entirely on running
the household, North refers to her
costs.

shoc~ingly

high opportunity

A man of modest means, North argues, should never con-

sider courting a woman of such talents; ste is simply too
costly.

"The best kind of wife,

fro~

tte point of view of

contemporary economics, is obviously en uneducated woman •••

Lfor whoSl a man ••• forfeits a small opportunity cost in her
lost salary ••• ".

This note succeeded in drawing

cc~ent

economists, one of them George Stigler.~
without question North's analysis to the
oppo~-::unity

from several

Stigler accepted
ef~ect

that the

cost of ::a arrying the educated. wo:nen is a high one.

His criticism of North's conclusion was confined-- apparently
altogether seriously -- entirely to pointing out that if the
wife in question indeed stays at home as housekeeper, this
demonstrates that the minimum estimate of her revenueequivalent es housekeeper must outwei€h :he high cost of tm
foregone professional income.
But this clearly concedes the otvious fallacy in

- 10 North•s tongue-in-cheek story-- which incorrectly counts
the foregone professional income as the

opportunity~

£! the decision to marry the educeted wooan rather than
her uneducated sister.

Before this marriage decision the

prospective groom had no alternative prospect whatever of
enjoying the woman's high professional income; his decision
to marry her involved no sacrifice by him of her income at
all (even if it is understood from the start that marriage
calls for her

staying at home).

To be sure once the two

have married, a subsequent decision that she stay at home
carries with it the oost of her foregone income -- but this
is irrelevant to North's injunction to the would-be groom
to marry the uneducated girl in order to avoid high costs.
Again, if it is understood that marriage necessarily involves
forsaking outside employment,then the educated girl's
decision to marry carries with it a cost to her of
professional income

-- but this is again

~e

irre~~ant

lost

to

North•s matrimonial advice to the fellowo

That so eminent an economist as Stigler should have failed to
point all this out appears to suggest an

extre~e

version of

the objective approach to the notion of opportunity cost.
such a version apparently divorces t~e notion of opportunity
cost entirely from the context of the decision.

Instead of

considering the costs deliberately assumed at the moment cr a
particular decision, this version focuses on that which has
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been displaced as a result of a given state of affairs.

In

this fashion, apparently, it is somehow conceivable to see the
educated-wife-in-the-kitchen as bearing a cost tag on which
is inscribed the professional salary wcich she might have
commanded in an alternative state of affairs.

To marry her

rather than her uneducated sister is to assume a high-cost
option rather than a low-cost one.

That the subjective version of the opportunity cost
doctrine is

invul~rable

to seduction by such a fallacy must

surely be counted as one of its merits.

On The Subjectivity of Costs
There are several sources for our enphesis upon the
subjectivity of opportunity cost ~n the context in which cost
helps us understand decisions taken~
spell these out.

It will be helpfUl to

Let us consider a case in which two home-

owners in two different (but

si~ilar)

towns decide to build

similar swimming pools in their backyards.

To the outside

observer it may appear that the two face similar sets of
circumstances, that they are called upon to make similar
sacrifices, in stort that the two pools are built at nequal
cost".

For the subjectivist view of cost theory, however,

this conclusion cannot be accepted.
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1.

While the situation which the outside observer

perceives in each case as facing the homeowner appears identical
with that which confronts the second homeowner, we have no
assurances that this identity exists in anyone's perception
other than that of the observer.

An outside observer may

presuoe that the prospect of noisy children from the neighborhood, which faces each of the prospective poolowners, is
taken account of by each of them correctly and equally.

But

in feet it is possible that one homeowner forgets altogether
to consider to consider this Ufidesirable attribute of the
prospective pool.

In other words two decision makers may

"see" different things -- despite the fact that they "really"
confront the same objective situation.

The costs which enter

into the respective decisions can clearly in no sense be
said to be equal.

2.

~omewhat

different (although closely related)

source for the incorrectness of any conclusion by the outside
observer that the two homeowners face equal costs, is provided
by our understanding of the role of entrepreneurship in
decisionmaking.

Even if tTio decision mekers do see present

reelities in identical fashion, there

~

no reason to assume

that they will assess future prospects equally.

In one sense

the preceding case (in which one homeowner forgot about the
prospect of a noisy backyard) represents such an entrepreneurial lapse.

A clearer example of the importance of the
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entrepreneurial element is perhaps provided by the case
where the two homeowners each carefully take account of
the prospective disadvantage of the noisy children, but
reach different conclusions concerning its likelihood.
Perhaps one homeowner predicts more accurately then the secon d
what other future neighborhood attractions ere likely to
"compete'' with e backyard pool.
circumstances identically

Both homeowners see present

but they "see" the future differ-

ently.

The respective costs of the pool ere as different as

the two

essess~ents

3.

of the future.

Yet e third circumstance renders it an error to

conclude that the cost of e pool is the same for each of the
homeowners.

Even if the two arrive at exactly the same pre-

dictions concerning the noise to be

ex~

cted in the respective

backyards, they may attach different degrees of significance
to this prospective disadvantage.

For one homeo-•..,ner a noisy

backyard may be perceived as a minor irritant, for the second
it may loom

as a major discomfort.

4. Our discussion thus far in this section might suggest
that the subjectivity of opportunity costs merely makes it
impossible

~~practical

different decisionmakers.

metter to rank costs faced by
This would be a serious misunder-

standing of the position being taken.

The truth surely

~

that costs, as understood in the subjective version, enter
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into decisions in a strictly private manner. To rank the
costs faced by different decisionmakers is as conceptually
impossible a task as is thst of comparing utilities interpersonally.

(In fact, of course, these two tasks are merely

variants of a single impossible undertaking.)
and utilities enter into decisions in a

Both costs

priv~te

fashion --

they are essentially without meaning except within the context of the private decision.

Subjective

C~ts,

Objective Costs and Equilibrium Prices

The foregoing has important implications for an oftendiscussed question: whether the private

~c ney

outlays made

by an entrepreneur in the course of producing output, can
serve as a correct, objective, measure of the entrepreneur's subjective opportunity costs of production.

Some recent contributions to the literature on the
subjectivity of costs 10 have discussed how, under specified
conditions (chief among which being the equilibrium state,
and the absence of non-pecuniary motivations) money outlays
do provide an objective representation of subjective costs.
This position reflects the line of reasoning lucidly articulated by Professor Baumel in his 19?0 review of Buchanan's
book ll.

Baumo1' s exposition deserves verbatim quotation.
"There surely is a wide variety of circumstances
in which the objective cost data do constitute
a reasonable approximation to the subjective
opportunity costs. This is brought out clearly
by the famous arg~ent of Adam Smith, about
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which Buchanan builds much of his discussion:
'If ••• it usually costs twice the labor to kill
a beaver which it costs to kill a deer, one
beaver should naturally exchange for or be worth
two deer.' This is plausible even if cost is
interpreted as subjective o?portunity cost because in Smith's economy hunting is carried on
more or less continuously. Assuming that hunting
is not done for pleasure, if the objective cost
of beaver - the payment to the hunter-were less
than twice as high as that of a deer, more hunters would turn to deer slaying and away from
beaver trapping until the oarket costs (prices)
were modified to reflect the relative outlay of
time involved. Tte relative ~arginal valuations
of beaver and deer meat by each and every consumer would then also be driven to the saoe
two-to-one ratio, so thet to each person the
subjective opportunity cost of a pound of deer
flesh would be the sa~, and would be represented correr~ly by tte objective relative cost
figure."

For Baumol, then, the result of the

mar~t

process is

(a) that for all consu:ners "the subjective opportunity cost
of a pound of deer flesh would be the

sa~e"

(since each con-

sumer would face - and would have adjusted the margins of cons~ption

to - the same one-to-two ratio between deer and beaver

flesh prices}, and (b) that this

co~~on

subjective deer flesh

cost would be correctly represented by the objective relative
cost (of hunting deer as compared to that of hunting beaver.)
Or, as Buchanan sums it up, "marginal op-portunity cost,
measured in the numeraire, is equal for ell suppliers.nl3

Now, there is nothing in these discussions themselves
to which exception can be taken.

It does, however, appear
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importe.nt to eraphasize the liraited sense in which it is correct
to describe raoney outlays as constituting

"objective costs",

either (a) in the sense of somehow translating subjective,
private, interpretations end valuations, into interpersonally
visible, comparable and measurable terms, or (b) in the
sense of being publicly observable cost to society (rather
then merely a

co~on

representation of distinct private

sacrifices.)

Let us take up these limitations in turn.

(A) Comnaring Costs InterperEonally: It

~ould,

for

many economists, doubtless be highly desirable to be able
to map the private, subjective costs perceived by different
decisionmakers, upon an external and interpersonally valid
scale.

It is te!:lpt ing, but of cou rEe quite

-~uong,

to believe

that money outlays - even under equilibrium con citions and
without non-pecuniary distractions - ccnEtitute such a capping.

In equilibrium output and consumption decisions with
respect to pairs of products have been adjusted to bring both
marginal rates of substitution end of transformation into
equality with relative prices for eact c2nsu:.:ner =.:nd. :::·ro:3.uc e r.
It Gay even be (:oo Eely)
worth of each

co7~odity

utility of one dollar.

clain~d

thBt for eec:-: consu::t?.r a dollar's

at the margin provides the marginal
In this special sense, then, it

~

not
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incorrect to say that both utilities anc subjective costs are
the "saoe" for all consumers.

But all t:::is does not, of course

entitle us to view a dollar a~n objective, interpersonally
valid yardstick of utility.

For you, ac for me, a

oar~inal

doller' s worth of bread provides appro.xi:lately tre same
utility as does a dollar.

This does not mean that you and

I attach equal "significance", in any acsolute sense of the
word, to the

eiv~n

physical quantity of bread.

highly important to understand

ho~,

unde~

ions, rankings et the margin are, for
brought into uniformity.

bee~

sizilarly

n~~icelly

equilibrium conditmarket participants,

But this does not imply that private,

SUbjectiVe appraisals have been

~uite

al~

It is certa nly

th~

rende~ed ~ublicly Vi~ible.

subj8ctivity of costs

merely by

s~spPnded

both for you and for

rn~ ,

a pound of'

acquired only at the

se~e

tt~

h~s

ci~c~~~tance

d.e~r

dollar outlay.

not

that,

flesh can be
What I believe thet I

must Eacrific& for deer flesh is a nental picture which I have
of possible future enjoyments - a picture which is inaccessible
to anyone else.

There is no

straightfor~ard

meaning that

can be attached to the question whether or not this picture is
the
of

sa~e

as that

si~ilar

w~ich

deer flesh.

that each of us

~ay

for you constitutes the subjective cost
And this is not affected by the feeling

have that the sacrificed prospect is ident-

ical in significance with that which wouli be made . possible by
the expenditure of a marginal dollar.
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Now one can readily understand a tendency to shrug off
this kind of purism.

For you as for me, the sacrifice called

for in order to enjoy a unit of deer flesh is a given quantity
of beaver.

Then surely it is the case, it may be objected

with sone impatience, that for you the
deer is the same as it is for me.
Vir. at

I must give up.

oppo~tunity

cost of

You must give up exactly

A prospective marginal unit of beaver

may be associated with a private picture for you; it ffiaY be
associated with an equally private prospective picture for
me.

But since for each of us these (a~~ittedly incomnensurable)

pictures are mental representations of the same physical object
(a given quantity of beaver), it may

see~

unfruitful pedantry

to inEist on reserving the term "cpportunity ccst" for the
incoi!lJlensurable subjective .ilental representations of a given
coJ.~odity

itself.
that

sacrificed, rather than for the objective

co~odity

And if a given outlay of mcney might have purchased

co~~odity

(both for you and for me), why should that sum

of money not be recognized as the objective

~easure

of the

common opportunity cost to each of us of what we buy with that
outlay?

The recent writers on subjective costs {cited above}
have valuably emphasized the unrealism of the equilibrium
construct, as thoroughly undermining the suitability of money
outlays for service as such an objective measure of opportunity cost.

Here we wish to draw attention to one aspect of
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equilibrium which is purticularly important for understanding
the unsuitability of money outlays for such service.
equilibrium

In

analysis it is taken for granted that, while

you and I may differ about the significance of a given
objective prospect, we ere nonetheless disagreeing about what
we both recc£nize as being the

~

object.

In other words

the state of equilibrium is one in which all market participants correctly perceive that which is objectively perceivable.
It is precisely this aspect of equilibrium to which we wish
to draw critical attention.

As discussed in an earlier section, the subjectivity
of opportunity costs derives, in part, from the circumstance
that different individuals "see" different things even
when they are looking at the same object.

If two individuals

were always to "see" correctly the given object (or prospect)
that is before
cussion

abo~t

the~,

then we migtt indeed wish to replace dis-

differing prospective utilities to be sacrificed,

by reference to the identical object (the prospective sacrifice
of which is at issue.)

But whereever we wish to take into ac-

count the extent to which decisions reflect highly personal
views not only concerning the significance of the facts before
one's face, but also concerning the very

fac~s

themselves, -

we dare not talk of sacrificed objects

a~ert fro~

perceptions of these objects.

a~ount

A given

the private

of money does not

)
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except under highly artificial assumptions, represent the
same purchase possibilities to two individuals explcrinf the
same supermarket.

It is certainly unhelpful to focus on analyt-

ical models in which such artificial assumptions have been
made, to an extent th£t permits us to overlook the crucial
difference between

t~e

statements:

{a) you and I have

expended equal amounts of money, and (b) you and I have
sacrificed the prospective utilities
attac~

State~ents

to the given sum of noney.

are simply not completely interchangeable
may, it is true, be

i~aginable

we respgctively

w~ich

(a) and (b)

sets of circumstances under
state~ent

which some might be content to use

(a) as a

workable {and more easily manageable) substitute for
(b).
an

There

state~ents.

state~ent

Our point is that, if the co5t notion iE to se=vB as

ex~lanation

of why a p erson

will not do to invoke a

~sde

state~ent

t~e

~eciEion

he

~id,

it

such as (a), as such a

"short" explanation (in place of the more co.:nplete statement.
(b)) unless we can rely on the assured, complete awareness
of the objective facts that enter into (a).

lf.ost economists

would agree that such complete awareness is likely to be
achieved,in general, only through learning process which
involve decisions based on faulty awareness.

If these

decisions are to be explained, as they surely can and must
be, on the basis of relevant costs, we dare not confine discus~ions

of cost to contexts in which the possibility of

faulty (or otherwise idiosyncratic} awareness of facts has
been assumed away.. The use of money outlays provides no
justification for so confining discussion.
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(B) Money Outlays

~Measuring

Costs to Society: The

use of money outlays to serve as ''objective" :neasures of cost
is often suggested in order to assess the "social cost" of
a particular undertaking.

It is useful to eophasize that ,

strictly speaking, such attempts can have nothing at all t o
do with the subjectivist notion of opportunity cost.

For the
-

subjective notion of the t e rm "cost" is necessarilY alwavs
private.

It has no meaning outside the context of a decisi on.

All decisions are made by individuals; hence all costs (in
this usage) are private costs.

Wtile decisions may be made thet

affect society, or even be made "on behalf" of society - they
are

neverthe~

ss made by individuals (whethe r as private cit iz-

ens, voters, public officials, or members of governing groups)
and hence involve only private costs, that is, sacrifices
which the decisicniJ.aker se -c s hi mself t o (.,.:; rJsk inc_ .
a public o f1'i ci 9.1

:ncy

( ()f c.:.1.1!"se

conc.i d~r the e f f"ect of a co u!" Ee of act i on

upon the putlic, but such considerations enter into his deci sion, after all, only to the extent that
be important.)

For us to be able to

~

taL~

conside rs them to
of the{subjective)

social opportunity cost of a decision, it would be necessary t o
imagine

society~ ~whole

making decisions.

In any but a

metaphorical sense a society simply cannot o.ake decisions.
Hence there can be no notion of social cost (in the sense of
· sutjective op ·) ortu'1ity cost. ) 14
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One may indeed wish to

di~cuss

the alternative

vol~me

of fOOds thet might have been forthcoming in a society, had
resources been alloccted for purposes other than
pursued.

It may

see~

not inappropriate to describe these goods

as the social cost of the project pursued.
outlays might have

in fact

tho~e

co~anded

And, if money

such a volume of goods, it seems

natural to see these outlays as being but the monetary
ion of this social cost.

ex~

ess-

But the truth is that for no indiv-

idual entrepreneur was this volume of goods, the subjective
opportunity cost of his decision to
the purposes pursued.

acq~ire

the resources for

If these alternative goods are described

as social cost, this can only be in a sense for which no
actual decision can have been relevant.

If such social cost

is held to be an opportunity cost, this can only be in a
non-subjectivist meaning of this term.

~~oney

outlays may,

under assumed conditions of equilibrium, measure

quantity

t~is

of alternative goods that might have been produced.

But to

use such outlays as a measure of "social cost" cannot,

~

though thesefutlays ~ made ~ individusls, succeed in erasing
the conceptual gulf that separates the objective

n~tion

of

social "cost" from the subjective, private, notion of opportunity cost.

Even under equilibrium conditions the money out-

lays of individual entrepreneurs cannot at the sane time
represent both private and social

''co s ts~;

money outlays may

indeed be taken to represe nt alternative outputs (an d hence
social co s t (in the objective sense discussed above), but
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private (subjective) opportunity costs are not these alt s rnative
outputs, and ce rtainly not these money outlays

- they are the

significance of the perceived purchases foregone by theEe outlays.

·ne may put the matter quite bri efly.

1:oney outlays for

a particular project, are of course objective.
specified conditions, be held to represent the
ortunity costs to society of that project.

The y may, under
~objective"

opp-

But money outlays

cannot serve as an "objective countsrpart" for any subje ctive
notion of social cost - simply because, in strict t e rms 15 ,
the notion of a subje ctive s ocial cost is without mean ing.

One may, as noted, wish to use the t e rm"cost'' in an
objective sense, or, with Professor Buchanan and. the AUstrians,
one may wish to reserve the term to refer only to subjective
sacrifices.

If it

is the latter usage which is being followed

then money outlays are

sim~ly

not, in ana of themselves, costs;

they certainly do not ••translate" subjective costs into objective costs.

Choice, Hypothetical Cbcice. and Social Cost
We may in fact £0 further in our contention that
money outlays cannot provide en objective translation of
subjective opportunity costs.

Thus far our discussion has

left unchallenged at least the insight that money outlays

-
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may be seen as an objective expression of
cost.

~e

~ocial

opportunity

merely pointed out that the latter term must itself

then be referring to cocts in an objective, decision-irrelevant,
sense.

But in fact, we will now argue, there ere grounds for

the assertion that the term social cost as widely used does
indeed imply a true opportunity cost in a decision context,
(and thus ultimetely in a quasi-"subjective" sense), albeit
in very limited end special

So that, we will point

ter~s.

out, if !Iloney outlays ere indeed held to me a sure social costs,
we shall have to reinterpret there
than con?letsly objective EHnse.

o~tleys

~E

ccsts in e lesr

All ttiE nay a?pear tc be

quite confusing anc par6doxical, and indeed to involve en abrupt
about-face

fro~

our earlier insistence

t~at

social cost can

under no circU:1Etances be recocnized as cost in ths rubjective
opportunity C.:l'Ft sense of the tf-rm.

':L'he.se

~.1e.tters

do des : : rve

elucidation.

Until now we have recognized

(aQ~ng

the various

meanings different economists have attec::ed to the term "cost")
objective as well as subjective O?portunity cobt interpretations.
One might well 1uestion the felicity of u.sine: the ter:n
"cost,. to denote the "objective" dised.var!tages or otjective
output losses in fact imposed on society by tfie conEtruction
of a

swi~~1ine:

puol, 'Nhether or not ttese disedventa€ es TI3re

taken into acccunt prospectively by the tomecwner.
not question the possible

intere~t

Eut we did

and i=portance attached to the
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volume of such disadvantages or losses.

·: mether or not we

wished to refer to the sum of such disa dvantages or lesseE as
the cost of the
be importent,

swi ~2ing

f~

pool, we recognized tr.et it might well

norrnetive purposes, to take cognizance of

these disadvantages, or foreeone social outputs - even if the
hone owner himself did not do so.

'de wish no':J to argue, hovT-

ever, thet, in referring to such disadva ntages, or for e go ne
al~e rnat i

fact,

ve so cia 1 outputs as "costs",

w~etter

ecc~1 onists

ar-?., in

they ere coa ple tely aware of it or not,

iruplici tl ~ tr8atint t hes e di:::edvanta e:es end

lo~t

out;mts in

the context of hypothetical decision s .

We maintain, that is, that all the cost concepts we
have

con~. idered

o~portunity

do ultirle."t.ely depend up on tfue subjective

cost notion (which we heve endorsed as the only

version capable of renderin[ in dividual decisions intelligi~le.)

· Even the apparently objective notion of social output

----

foregone and the like, er e treated as cost onlv because one

--

~ ima gining~

decision through which these alternative

advantages~

deliberately being sacrificed.

-

If the cost of a particular process of production is
being discussed, this is presuoably because the worthwhileness of the project is under examination.

For the decision-

maker respons ible for ·the project this is of course a matter
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of obvious and inmediete relevance (and is the reason why vre
have emphasized the role of cost in explaining decisions.)
those other than the decisionmaker

hi~self,

For

consideration of

the cost of a project is presunably in order to make a judgement
on its worthwhileness, either from the point of view of the
decisio~~aker

or

~ot

point

the

himself (i.e. a

deci~io~~aker ~ade

judge~ent

by anothe r of whether

a wise decision), or from the

of view of ttsociety" (e.g. whether t:!:e project's full

"cost" to society is being taken into account.)
ments may be either prospective

These judge-

or retrospective, but they

are all judgements concerning efficiency.

Such judgements,

then, answer the following kinds of question: "Should this
project be undertaken, or are its expected benefits outweighed
by the costs?", or, "Should this project have been undertaken,
or were its expected benefits outweighed by the costs?"
These questions are

about decisions, either actual
decisions or hypothetical decisions 16 • In reviewing hypotheticque~tions

al decisions the reviewer !lay imagine him.self to be res:ponsible
only for himself ("If I were the prospective producer ••• ") or
for society at large ("If

1

were in charge ••• ")

Or the

reviewer may imagine a decision "by •ociety" (regardless orfhet~er
he is aware of the strictly metaphorical character of
"decisions by

~ociety")

whether or not to per:Jit a private •

entrepreneur to decide to initiate the project.
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Into all these
enter in exactly the

h~~othetical

sa ~e

decisions by individuals.

decisions, then, costs

way as they do into actual
The "objective" social costs of

a project enter i nt 0 such hypothetical decisions in the followthat
ing way. Let us imaeine/a privately built swimndng pool
increases the noisiness of a neighborhood (a matter by
w~ ich,

let us say, the homeowner hireself is unaffected.)

Then an economist may argue that, after taking the externa lities imposed upon neighbors fully into account, the social
cost or the pool renders its construction a mistake, from the
point of view of society.
making the judgement that

This means that the economist is

i~• society"

or not to have the pool, (or whether
homeo~ner

were choosing whet her
OY

not to permit the

to build the pool), a negative decision would be

in order, since relevant costs are held to outweigh relevant
benefits.

But all this means that tje so-called objective

costs to society of the pool, are being imagined to be taken
into account by a hypothetical decisioll!ll9ker.

As

such,such cost&

must be imagined to be perceived and evaluated by this h:roothetical deci&ionmaker - so that these objective costs turn out
to be at least quasi-subjective, after ell.

- Now we have indeed argued repeatedly, earlier in this
paper, that actual decisions are made only be individuals,
not by

"societF•·

It is for this reason that we have insisted

that "social costs" (as something apart from private decision-

-
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making) cannot be true Eubjective opportunity costs.
certainly still maintain thif position.

ne

nonetheless our

present discussion is designed to emphasize that such social
costs, while indeed not true subjective opportunity costs
in the straightforward sense, can be imagined to be
only in the context of
ether imaginary

i~agined

d~ci[. ioa~nC!k e rs.

~eaningful

decisions, possibly cy alto €TLe coEt notion, even in its

apparently objective verEions, ultimately expresses an
implicit subjectivism.

So that while, for purposes of such discussions of
social efficiency, economists may be indulging in questionably legitimate stretches of their imagination 1 ?, we must
understand them as after all implicitly treating costs as
quasi-subjective.

It follows, as stated earlier, that while

money outlays may be used to measure "sccial cost" under
relevant equilibrium conditions, the ultimate subjectivity
that is inherent in the cost notion, cannot even then be
thoroughly exorcised.

Let us sum up our position.

In explaining actual

deciEions the only costs that are relevant are private,
subjective perceptions of required sacrifices.

Conversely,

the use of cost in judging the actual efficiency (to relevant
decisionmakers) of particular projects, can refer only to
subjective costs as they appear to these decisionmakers.

F~
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costs in this ("true") sense, attempts to find objective
measures or counterparts - whether in terms of money outlays
or anything else - to subjective costs, are doomed to
failure.

Moreover, we have found, the subjective element

is so deeply engrained in the notion of cost, that even
truly objective versions of cost turn out ultimately to
reflect an implicit quasi- subjectivism.

Notions of social

cost are, as has been amply demonstrated in the recent
literature, totally illegitimate in the strict context of
subjective cost.

ne have found that, in addition, such

ostensibly objective notions of cost turn out to conceal a
quasi-subjective element, after all.
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